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Steamy New Sex Book Reveals... The Amazing Sex Secrets Of The Most Satisfied, Most Knowledgeable

& Most Respected Male Lovers In The World! Learn to enjoy the best sex of your life at any age with the

astonishing secrets and discoveries in this just-released for men only book that is dramatically changing

mens (and womens) lives literally overnight! Dear Friend, If youre looking for a quick and easy way to

create a full and exciting sex life that will let you build a stronger, longer-lasting relationship with your

woman... theres a sizzling new 78-page sex book that can help you do just that! This 78-page ebook is

called Sex Secrets Of The Worlds Most Astonishing Lovers: How To Please Your Woman Sexually So

Good Shell Call It Torture, And Brag To Her Friends About You - and you can have it in your hands within

the next couple of days. But, theres a warning: Before you get your copy of the book, you better know

some of the secrets disclosed in it. Because the author of the book doesnt want to embarrass you... or...

make you feel uncomfortable in any way. So, if you have a deep religious background combined with

deep religious beliefs, or have an ultra conservative upbringing, or simply have personal reasons against

having truly fantastic sex... then you probably should NOT read this book. To help you decide if this

78-page book is for you or not, here are some of the sex secrets revealed in it: - Casanovas Aphrodisiac:

Learn the secret aphrodisiac recently discovered by scientists that the most famous lover in history used

(that can be made from natural foods) which has been proven to stimulate the sex chemicals in a

womans brain! - A special spot on your womans body that when touched after 5 minutes of foreplay... will

make her have an instant orgasm! (This spot is so little-known... even 75 of all women dont even know

about it.) - Three absolutely-certain ways to tell if your woman has had sex with someone else in the last

24-hours! - Five Secret Orgasm Techniques that will give your woman the most exciting, most powerful,

and most invigorating orgasm she has ever felt in her entire life to the point to where she cant move or

speak for minutes afterward! - Your womans exact masturbation techniques, and how you can learn (and

emulate) them which - in turn - will electrify YOUR sex life! - A 10-minute change in the way you shower

and dress which may very likely double your animal attractiveness to your woman! - Ten things you must
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know about your woman which guarantees you will have AMAZING (not just great) sex everytime! -

Twenty-four hot and daring places to have sex at with your woman that you probably never even thought

about! - Five secrets to making a quickie a long-lasting, and pleasurable experience! - How to instantly

eliminate your performance anxiety with an incredibly simple, 100 guaranteed, 3 second trick! (NOTE:

This trick has been used for centuries by the some of the most recognized lovers in the world.) - How to

get into a deep, soul-pleasing rapport with your lover... and... stay there forever! (Discover the secrets to

never feeling alone again.) - Four little bullseye words that can help you influence your womans thoughts

and win her heart forever! - Actual ways that you can guarantee your lover virtually NEVER stops thinking

about you... plus... how to make sure all those thoughts are accompanied by intense obsession, nearly

fatal attraction, and smoldering-hot, fiery anticipation! - What your woman wish you knew about the

easiest way to bring her to a powerful, river-rushing orgasm... every time you-two have sex! - Sixteen of

the most jealously-guarded sizzling hot spots on your womans body that were kept TOP SECRET by top

doctors, sex experts, and world-class lovers until recently... plus... an insiders guide to at least FOUR she

probably hasnt discovered herself! - A secret pleasure spot on YOUR body which is so hidden away by

nature... 98 of all men dont know about it... but... can create trembling, shuddering waves of pleasure

once discovered and untapped! - How to masturbate yourself in a calm, soothing, and luxurious way in

which you really take the time to arouse yourself completely and hold-off orgasm until youre almost ready

to explode! - A sure-fire method of revealing that your woman is faking her orgasms... without asking her

anything! - The amazing 18-Hour-Plan (developed by sex experts) that... no matter how fatigued youve

been... or... how long you and your woman have been in a rut... will reignite the passion between you-two!

- Six fingering and love-making techniques that are an absolute way to quickly increasing your womans

clitoral stimulation --- which has been shown to make women forget about foreplay, and jump immediately

to having sex! - Why sex researchers recently debunked a sex legend, and how it led them to the

conclusion that your woman does NOT need longer foreplay... if... you know what youre is doing! - What

women want before, during, and after sex! - The single biggest sexual complaint women have about men

during sex! - Two little-known ways to have sex that will give your sex life a more spontaneous, a more

forbidden, and a more erotic vibe... and will make your entire sex life feel more naughtier! - Six advanced

sexual positions (other than missionary and doggy-style) that offer several tantalizing angles of

penetration, gives your woman more sensation against her vaginal wall, and gives you more pleasure as



you stroke inside and out of her! - Five sexual enhancers that quickly add a vibrant level of excitement to

a dull (or an already satisfying) sexual relationship! - A type of orgasm that many men say is... MORE

INTENSE than any past sexual experience... ...but which most men didnt even know existed, let alone

tried! (And, it is your secret weapon for instantly increasing your sexual stamina and ability to keep up

sexually with your woman!) - How to win the undying love and devotion of an exciting woman by learning

the secret to making heart-pounding intimacy last forever! - Flirting secrets used by all women that 94 of

all men dont and cant even recognize! Plus, how your life immediately gets ten times (10Xs) more

exciting when you does learn to recognize and understand these little-known secrets! - How you can find

your womans elusive G-spot (which is a hidden, ultra-sensitive little pleasure point) that most women

never even discover by themselves! Plus, the secret G-spot fingering technique that makes your woman

go ga-ga over your sex skills, and turns you into a world-class lover in her mind... overnight! - Why

women are disgusted by most porno tapes... but... are absolutely crazed over a secret selection of elite

sex videos that they are literally masturbating with in private! (These secret videos seem to turn women

on with a passionate, lightning-charged sexual energy.) - The 7 most common clumsy mistakes 90 of all

men make when making love to their woman... and... how to quickly and easily master the insider secrets

of the most satisfied, most knowledgeable, and most respected 10! - A little-known secret method

developed by a master male lover that ends nagging on both sides of a relationship... forever! - A list any

man can trust about what really makes a man attractive to women! (Why can this list be trusted? Its

simple... because it was created by thousands of women.) - The amount of time women think about sex

every day! (NOTE: The answers will astound you!) - The single biggest turn-on of every woman, and how

you can give it to YOUR woman to experience loyalty and a love that so deep and profound... you wont

know what to do when it happens! - The amazing attraction secrets which actually give physically

unattractive men a HUMONGOUS sex advantage over incredibly good-looking, ripped-out guys! - The

different kinds of homerun sex codes you are sending to your woman everytime you kiss her that will

allow you to pre-determine when (or if) you will have sex with her! - Five kissing secrets you need to

know... if... you want to get your women into bed quickly by laying the killer kiss on her! (These are the

type of kisses more and more women are demanding men learn.) - The 1 critical thing (during foreplay)

that you MUST do to get your woman to do whatever it is that you want her to do during sex! - The

fundamentals of amazingly-stunning oral sex... from how to lick and suck in all the right ways, to where to



put your fingers and hands while doing it... plus, an insiders guide to clitoral kissing & licking, to the

legendary 69, and to the little-known standing-upside-down position! (This oral-sex tour will turn you into

an oral sex expert.) - Body massage secrets that forces you to touch on your womans body pleasure

zones - yet soothes her and gets her sexually excited! - An incredible Towel-Hanging technique that

triples the strength of your erections... and... allows you to experience water-fountain orgasms which will

give you (and your woman) unimaginable pleasure! - How to tell if a woman is really turned on... or... if

she is just faking it! - The incredible liquid panty remover product (that almost no man knows about) that

when put onto your body... almost instantly makes women hungry in desire to have sex with you! OK,

youve just read a fairly complete description of what you will learn when you read this amazing book. It

only costs $4.97...and...it is guaranteed to change your life (and sex-life) forever. Thats why it comes with

a 100, Iron-Clad 30 Day Money-Back Guarantee. Order now!
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